
Strategic Communications Proposal 



The name “ID” is short for the word “identity,” meaning the distinguishing character 
or personality of an individual or a brand.  This is at the very heart of everything we 
do as a company. 

ID began as a boutique publicity firm, started by Kelly Bush nearly seventeen years 
ago, and has evolved into the intersection of entertainment public relations and 
brand communications, with a client roster that reads like a “who’s who” of influential 
talent and brands.  

ID is a worldwide independent agency with offices in Los Angeles, New York, and 
London. The ID team focuses on four key practice areas: Entertainment, Brands, 
Lifestyle, and Digital Strategy.

As the entertainment industry’s largest independently-owned and operated PR firm, 
ID specializes in media relations, corporate communications, marketing and brand 
strategies.  We are experts at developing and fostering relationships between 
Hollywood’s premier talent and the world at large.

Based on commercial needs, target markets and specific areas of focus, ID matches 
each client with highly-customized teams that combine the best experience and 
expertise to drive measurable results for companies, products, events and people, 
building the identity – ID – that directly impacts revenue.

ABOUT ID



At ID, we believe our clients’ success is our success. Our mission is simple— to help 
our clients realize their vision.

The foundation of our company is built on a keen understanding of identity and 
image, coupled with extensive relationships in all facets of the entertainment 
business. We also have long-standing, positive relationships with the media, who 
value us because of our integrity and the clients we represent. 

Perhaps most importantly, ID is a solution-oriented company. This is not a corporate 
catch phrase, but a mantra. We creatively and strategically address our clients’ goals 
as they relate to media, marketing, and entertainment relations. 

MISSION STATEMENT



Our publicists possess extraordinary instincts and abilities on how to best position a 
client. These characteristics best define ID:

Passionate – We are a driving force championing our clients. 

Distinctive – We stand apart because of the unique services we provide (well 
beyond the scope of most entertainment public relations agencies) and the level of 
quality we bring to each endeavor.

Highly-respected – We are respected both for the clients we represent and the 
manner in which we represent them. We are a company known for our excellent 
relationships, results and reputation. 

Authentic – We seek to deliver results rooted in truth, not spin.

Collaborative – We understand it takes more than one point of view to achieve 
optimum results. We view ourselves as a trusted partner in your business.  

Visionary – We embrace forward-thinking methodologies and ideas.

OUR CHARACTERISTICS



STRATEGY OVERVIEW

The goal for ID is to create a multifaceted and proactive PR strategy that not only 
helps develop Shaun’s pop culture and entertainment profile, but also continues to 
appeal to his core audience and helps Shaun maintain authenticity in the public eye.

ID will bring industry knowledge and media expertise to the relationship to 
complement Shaun’s goals. We want to champion tactics that have worked for 
Shaun in the past and eliminate those that haven’t, making sure Shaun’s time is 
used in the most efficient way possible. 

As an agency, we are driven by valued results. From our conversation, we believe 
we can be the most effective for Shaun in the following arenas: 

 Strategic Media Relations from our Talent, Brand, and Digital Divisions

 Provide Entertainment Industry Expansion & Networking for Shaun

 Create an Evolving PR Strategy that Adapts to Shaun’s Career Goals

 Build and Expand Upon Shaun’s Existing Social Media Assets to Create an 
Engaged Online Community

 Supply Shaun with a Core Team and Point-Person for Appearances, Photo 
Shoots, and Sponsor Relations 



OBJECTIVES

 Increase Shaun’s Profile and Positioning in the entertainment industry through our 
strong relationship with media and industry influencers/tastemakers to ensure that the 
perception of Shaun goes beyond sports in a strategic way

 Create Targeted PR Plans to leverage sponsor product launches, career milestones, and 
presence at key entertainment industry events to create buzz for Shaun

 Maintain a PR Calendar and make recommendations of all entertainment industry events 
that Shaun could potentially have a presence at, or participate in 

 Bring a Fresh Perspective to Shaun’s image by implementing a styling team to provide a 
consistent look during red carpet appearances and photo shoots

 Construct and implement a Digital Strategy to help Shaun develop an authentic and 
consistent voice in the digital sphere, allowing him to expand his existing social media 
assets

ID recognizes the objective is to increase Shaun’s presence in the world of pop 
culture and entertainment, while maintaining a level of authenticity that will continue 
to make Shaun a prominent voice for his core fans and sponsors. We will implement 
a PR strategy that accomplishes these goals, including some of the following 
objectives (knowing these may change): 



 Profile and Positioning in Hollywood

• Create a list of key TV shows Shaun can co-host or make special 
appearances on. Some examples include, The View, Conan, the final season 
of HBO’s Entourage, and the top entertainment shows that cover TV, music, 
film, fashion, and sports 

• Enhance Shaun’s image in Hollywood by coordinating key meet-and-greets 
with influencers and executives in the world of entertainment, including top 
producers, filmmakers, and musicians 

• Leverage digital and social media campaigns (including viral filmmaking) to 
create buzz for Shaun in the world of entertainment in a fun, interactive, and 
daring way

The key to increasing Shaun’s profile in entertainment is by valuing quality, not 
quantity in terms of press opportunities. Through our strong relationships with media 
and friends in the entertainment industry, we’d like to help Shaun navigate through 
Hollywood in an easy and exciting way.

Immediately, we’d like to begin expanding Shaun’s role in the world of entertainment 
with the following sample tactics: 

PROFILE AND POSITIONING 



 PR Calendar

• In order to consistently ensure Shaun has access to the top entertainment 
industry events, ID will maintain an ongoing calendar of events and happenings 
that could help elevate Shaun’s profile in the world of entertainment. We’ve 
already begun creating a roadmap for Shaun and recommend a presence at the 
following upcoming events:

PROFILE AND POSITIONING

 Stand Up 2 Cancer – September 10, 2010 

 NY Fashion Week Events – September 9-16, 2010

 Environmental Media Association Awards – October 16, 2010 

 The Scream Awards – October 19, 2010 

 Hollywood Movie Awards – October 27, 2010

 American Music Awards – November 2010

 Sundance Film Festival – January 2011 

 Grammy Awards – February 13, 2011

 Key Film Premieres 
• “Waiting For Superman” – September 20, 2010
• “Saw 3D” – October 27, 2010 



A successful partnership depends largely on our ability to leverage Shaun’s sponsor 
product launches, career milestones, and presence at key entertainment industry 
events to create larger and more unified stories in the press.  We believe it’s 
important to tell the larger story of Shaun, particularly as his role expands in the 
world of entertainment. 

Below is a brief list of some of our initial media tactics (which will evolve with Shaun’s 
goals):

TARGETED PR PLANS

 Shaun White Skateboarding - Launching October 24, 2010

• Create a media tour in LA or NY for Shaun to meet with key editors at 
Wired, Details, Complex, and other key men’s lifestyle/tech 
publications

• Immediately begin pitching Shaun White Skateboarding for inclusion in 
key holiday gift guides 

• Have Shaun co-host a week of shows on G4’s “Attack of the Show”  to 
discuss the game and the hyper realistic style 

• Secure an opportunity for Shaun to provide a live gaming tutorial for 
key entertainment show hosts (i.e. Al Roker of the Today Show)

• Collaborate with Machinima.com to create a game-themed contest 
with Shaun-approved content



TARGETED PR PLANS
 Smithsonian Snowboarding Tribute - October 2010

• Secure print interviews for Shaun in national publications (i.e. USA 
Today, Washington Post, Associated Press) to discuss the history of 
snowboarding, his mentors growing up, and Shaun’s ability to bring the 
sport to the mainstream

• Pair Shaun with another celebrity on the Sundance  Iconoclasts series 
to discuss his impact on pop culture and sports

• Continue to leverage the Smithsonian Snowboarding Tribute to 
diversify Shaun’s profile outside of sports by securing interviews on 
Larry King, Tavis Smiley, or Oprah to discuss his career and how both 
he and the sport have developed together 

• Create a viral video with Shaun, other celebrity cameos, and Funny or 
Die (or a similar community) around the theme of “Great 
Snowboarders Throughout History”

 Secure Larger Business, Lifestyle, and Philanthropic Stories 

• Secure covers and features for Shaun in Fortune Magazine, Wall 
Street Journal, and Esquire discussing his savvy business acumen, 
entry into the entertainment space, and influence on pop culture

• Diversify Shaun’s profile in the world of philanthropy by  securing 
national stories and building partnerships with Do Something or 
Causecast and tell the story of Shaun’s involvement with various 
charities (i.e. Heartgift and Make-A-Wish Foundation)

• Tell the larger story in the national media of Shaun’s involvement with 
his sponsors and his strong belief in only providing his seal of approval 
for brands he truly believes in 



TARGETED PR PLANS

 Shaun White Collection for Target

• Pitch and secure stories about the collection in key national, men’s 
lifestyle  and fashion outlets, including Maxim,T Magazine, Nylon for 
Guys, WWD, and The Wall Street Journal 

• Pitch Shaun White Collection for holiday gift guides in national, men’s 
lifestyle  and fashion outlets

• Focus on the online “sneakerhead” communities to promote Sean’s 
newly-announced sneaker line for Target, giving them an inside look at 
the design process and distributing pairs for giveaways to their 
influential community



FRESH PERSPECTIVE

As your agency, ID will seek to introduce Shaun to the top stylists and hair/makeup 
teams we feel can create the best look for Shaun. As we progress, the goal will be 
to create a sharp and consistent look for Shaun and ensure we work with a team 
that can help elevate Shaun’s presence in the world of entertainment. 

Based on our initial conversation, we recommend the following stylists and hair and 
makeup teams to work with: 

 Stylists:

• Samantha McMillen (clients include): Josh Brolin, Ben Stiller, Johnny 
Depp

• Cher Coulter (clients include): Orlando Bloom, Ashton Kutcher, Colin 
Farrell 

 Hair and Makeup: 

• Rheanne White (clients include): Dylan McDermott, Ethan Hawke, 
Hayden Christensen

• Jenn Streicher (clients include): Chris Evans, Sam Rockwell, John 
Krasinski

• Sylvia Vio (clients include): Jake Gyllenhaal



DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY 

ID Digital’s goal will be to systematically build and expand upon Shaun’s existing social 
media assets to create an incredibly engaged community that will serve as an additional 
asset for Shaun to leverage for every project and passion he explores. In the process, we’ll 
look to create opportunities for Shaun’s sponsors to synergize. 

Our primary focus will be on engaging Shaun’s fans and followers in an organic way, 
retaining Shaun’s spontaneity and energy; this will help us to create an ever-more 
influential network.

In addition to the ideas embedded throughout this proposal, here are a few additional 
thought starters:

 Consult with Shaun to determine Twitter/Facebook identity and strategy

 Create key opportunities to engage with fans on Facebook related to specific 
opportunities with brands / sponsors

 Pitch Shaun to curate key destination pages on YouTube with some of his 
favorite videos 

 Share Shaun’s favorite music picks with fans via a custom iTunes / Ping playlist 
(with free downloads of tracks thanks to sponsors)

 Collaborate with a sponsor to create a Twitter hashtag contest on behalf of the 
Make-A-Wish foundation

 Leverage Justin.TV’s new mobile stream for Shaun to create custom video 
content exclusive to his Facebook and Twitter 



Digital Case Study:
BEN STILLER

Challenge
To build Twitter and Facebook growth for Ben Stiller as well as his production company, Red Hour Films and his 
charitable initiatives.

Strategy 
Though Ben has a huge fan following, he had yet to directly engage in the social media landscape in any format. ID 
helped Ben create a Twitter identity and strategy, as well as maximizing his overall online presence.

Tactics
 ID encouraged Ben to create a video (called “Ben Stiller is online”) announcing and authenticating his presence 

on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
 After Ben visited a school in Haiti (pre-quake) and partnered with Save the Children to raise money to renovate 

the facility, ID helped to conceive and execute the month-long  Stillerstrong campaign, with the tagline: 
“Stillerstrong, stealing great ideas from other charities to build schools in Haiti.”

 Each week, Ben released YouTube videos “ripping off” the charitable endeavors of other celebrities who were 
specifically selected for their high social media influence -- encouraging them to publicly respond (and in essence, 
helping virally spread the campaign) via Twitter and/or video posts.

 ID helped design user interface of stillerstrong.org (powered by Causecast) which embedded giving via PayPal, 
credit card, text to donate, signed merchandise (Stillerstrong headbands), as well as Twitter, Facebook, and 
ShareThis functionality.

 ID ideated and secured Yahoo! opportunity to raise money in Haiti through viral click-through on Flickr



Results
 @RedHourBen currently has 1,424,265 Twitter followers as well as 1,343,268 Facebook fans.
 “Ben Stiller is Online” has been viewed over 600,000 times as well as covered by E! Online, USA TODAY, 

Mashable JustJared, and more. 
 Secured participation for media events & press opportunities relating to “A Night of 140 Tweets: A Celebrity 

Tweetathon for Haiti.” which benefitted Stillerstrong’s building of temporary schools in post-quake Haiti; the 
special was the #1 show download on iTunes.

 Established strategic online media partners for Ben as well as cultivating future relationships
 Now perceived as a social media expert, Ben plans to continue using social media for charity: “You have direct 

contact to your fans and can stop when you feel it's too much. …Twitter can help a lot. After the catastrophe in 
Haiti we were able to start a few charity actions really quickly for example. “

 Ben has currently raised $299,549 for Haiti through his STILLERSTRONG initiative, which has been promoted 
almost exclusively through social media.

 Yahoo! Flickr click-through promotion for StillerStrong (with Yahoo! donating $1 per click on the Flickr image, up 
to $50,000) reached fundraising goal; generated 86,000 views and counting.

Digital Case Study:
BEN STILLER



Challenge
To effectively build awareness of Pee-wee’s upcoming stage show in Los Angeles as well as to build a social media 
presence for Pee-wee and re-activate the character’s fanbase. 

Strategy
Start Pee-wee’s Twitter account at optimal timing to ensure awareness among key Twitter demographic: seed social 
media content across Twitter, Facebook, videosharing sites and more to create a solid social media presence and 
reach maximum amount of fans.

Tactics
 ID helped to get Pee-wee started on Twitter and got him to post his first tweet on September 25, 2009 at the Twitter 

Conference in Los Angeles. Within 5 hours @peeweeherman had 10,000 followers and was a trending topic on 
Twitter.

 To build a Facebook presence for the character, Pee-wee posted personal replies to actual fans through 
Facebook, creating a genuine experience: posts were shared virally to an average of 250,000 views each (2x his 
actual number of fans)

 When fans were frustrated due to unexpected ticket sales difficulties, Pee-wee and his ID team stepped in and 
used social media to address fan concerns directly, prompting an 85% change in sentiment from those who had 
previously expressed disappointment.

 Within 24 hours of Apple’s iPad announcement, ID conceived and partnered with Funny or Die to execute the 
timely video “Pee-wee Gets an iPad” featuring Pee-wee and the Playhouse Gang.

 To help support Haiti relief efforts as well as keep Pee-wee’s relevance in the social media sphere high, ID 
partnered with Twestival (world’s biggest social media fundraiser for charity) to do a “word of the day” piece of 
content that was retweeted for over 750,000 views. 

 Invited key digital influencers for preview performances of the show to spread early adopter buzz. 

Digital Case Study:
PAUL REUBENS / PEE-WEE HERMAN



Results
 @peeweeherman currently has 560,132 Twitter followers as well as 191,938  Facebook fans.
 To date, “Pee-wee Gets an iPad” has recorded over one million views as well as coverage on 

Entertainment Weekly, The Huffington Post, NY Daily News, WIRED, Gawker and more
 Established strategic online media partners for Pee-wee Herman as well as cultivating future relationships
 Created exclusive collaboration with Pee-wee and Yelp community to engage local LA fans to attend the 

live show. 
 In collaboration with @peeweeherman, #Twestival 2010 raised $444,000 and more for charity.
 Broadway shows have traditionally used an “American Express Gold Card Exclusive” print advertisement 

as their main tool to build a strong advance without spending advertising money up front. This social 
networking roll-out is Pee-wee Herman’s version.

 THE PEE-WEE HERMAN SHOW  on Broadway has been able to amass a $1.4 million advance without 
spending any money in traditional media (print/radio/TV). $700,000 of the sales came from clicks through 
his Twitter and Facebook assets during a pre-sale promotion.

Digital Case Study:
PAUL REUBENS / PEE-WEE HERMAN



CORE TEAM AND ID CONTACTS

Core Talent
BeBe Lerner
323.822.4824
blerner@id-pr.com

Brand
Art Tavana 
323.822.4873
atavana@id-pr.com

Digital 
Natalie Lent
323.822.4828
nlent@id-pr.com

Victoria Taylor 
323.822.4829
vtaylor@id-pr.com
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